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sites gift shop rich history walking tour couple of hours on display all ages well worth the visit island history. Review tags are currently
only available for English language reviews.Â Thank you so much for your review! While we may be a bit smaller in size, our collection
of Nantucket artifacts and daily offerings like the Whale Hunt presentation provide a detailed picture of the past for the whaling industry
and the island as a whole. The walking tours are an interesting addition to experience Nantucket's rich history firsthand. History
Museums in Nantucket. Science Museums in Nantucket. Observatories & Planetariums in Nantucket.Â This is a small but quality
museum with a fair amount of detailed whaling and island history. It is rather expensive at $20 per person. They friendly desk staff have
been Taught to justify with the access to the other historic properties â€˜easily accessible around town within a few blocks and easily
walkableâ€™.Â We enjoyed seeing things made of scrimshaw, we enjoyed the view of Nantucket harbor from the rooftop, and we
enjoyed some of the history of Maria Mitchell. It would not be a place we would visit again and again but it is a place everyone who visits
Nantucket should see at least once. This ticket also allowed us entrance to Hadwen House.

